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Handicapping Topics 
The Paradox of Turn-Time – FR2 

 

Turn-Time = velocity or race time measured between 1st and 2nd fraction.  This segment takes place 
between the 2f and 4f pole in sprints; and is run between the 4f and 6f pole in routes.  Always 2-furlongs 
in total distance.   
 
FR2 = technical name for Turn-Time or 2nd Fraction, always measured in feet-per-second (FPS).  Not to 
be confused with 2nd Call velocity or E/P.  FR2 or turn-time is measured between the calls, rather than at 
the second call. 
 
ATT (Attack) rating - modified Turn-Time rating created about 10-years ago as part of the IMPACT 
module in HTR2.  The ATT rating attempted to solve track geometry problems with FR2 and includes the 
entire true "turn" segment of the race in the calculation up to the 1/8 pole. 
 
Turn-Time is one of the most confusing and misunderstood aspects of velocity handicapping.  It should 
provide a handicapping edge to those that grasp the concept.  Turn-Time was first brought into the public 
domain in Tom Brohamer's book Modern Pace Handicapping in 1992.  The Sartin Methodology had been 
working with fractional velocity with great success for a decade prior, but it was Brohamer's book that 
presented it with clear understanding and a pragmatic approach. 
 
In 1995, HTR software was the first to automate the tedious number crunching process with FR2 as it 
requires quite a bit of math to compute the fractional times, beaten lengths and various adjustments neces-
sary to get an accurate reading and rank for Turn-Time.  As the software evolved and we were able to 
research larger amounts of data, Turn-Time seemed to be relegated to "weak sister" status.  Here are some 
of the reasons for this: 
 

• FR2 surprisingly has the weakest comparative results among all the velocity ratings.  You can 
easily test this yourself with the Robot.  Results with Win% and ROI are very disappointing with 
the FR2 rankings. 

 
• FR1 became the superstar of velocity numbers as it emerged as the top longshot producer for 

many years in HTR software.  FR2/Turn-Time was largely forgotten as a handicapping factor on 
its own because we couldn't produce winning results or profits with it alone. 

 
• FR2 seemed to have much better results when combined with FR1 (E/P velocity = FR1 + FR2) or 

FR3 (L/P velocity = FR2 + FR3).  These compound ratings were the only way to mechanize good 
results with FR2 velocity numbers. 

 
• "Turn-Time" is a bit misleading as a descriptor of the actual segment at many distances.  At the 

typical 1-mile track, races of 5.5f, 6.0f and 6.5f do indeed feature the FR2 portion primarily on 
the turn.  But many tracks of different sizes and route races at any track will often find the "turn-
time" being run primarily on the backstretch.  The ATT rating was developed to address this. 

 
• Chart callers have their greatest difficulty with the turn-time segment as the horses are generally 

moving into and around the far turn, which distorts the visual accuracy of calling the beaten 
lengths and forward movement we use in our FR2 calculations. 

 
All of this combines to alienate the FR2 velocity rating from most handicappers.  They just didn't need it 
in terms of sure profit.  Research time was better saved for other factors such as FR1 that were consistent 
producers.  Over the years, Turn-Time and FR2 dropped off the radar with most handicappers and was 
rarely mentioned in handicapping books and articles. 
 
HTR is really the only lasting source for FR2 and Turn-Time ratings.  We continue to keep it alive and it 
is a vital part of our output.  Let's find out why.   
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Handicapping Topics 
The Paradox of Turn-Time – FR2 

 
Our exploration of Turn-Time begins with looking at some statistics from Robot2.  As mentioned on the 
previous page, our test results from the past were poor with FR2, but we'll try some of the new filters in 
Robot2 to get our statistics up to date.  One key filter in Robot2 that you might want to apply anytime you 
are running data with velocity numbers: 
 
[ ]  Races with Unknowns 
[x]  Races with NO Unknowns 
 
Notice that I unchecked the top one, "Races with Unknowns" so as to eliminate any race with a horse that 
does not have a viable running line for computing full velocity ratings.  Another option would be to 
eliminate Maidens and 2yr and Turf Stakes to skip races with first time starters and other horses that may 
win the race without any velocity numbers.  If an "unknown" horse wins the race, the test results are dis-
torted a bit so I'm leaving them out for test purposes.   
 
Our goal here is to find a clear benchmark for FR2/Turn-Time in relation to our other velocity and pace 
ratings including PAC and ATT.  Later, we'll discuss methods of using Turn-Time more intuitively and 
maybe even find a spot play with it. 
 
I removed (unchecked) a couple of other filters as well. 
 
Purse < $10k 
Distance 4.5f - 5.0f 
Distance 10.0f - 14.0f 
 
These are races that do not adapt well to velocity handicapping.  Surface conditions are important, so 
we'll look at each category in the charts below.  * = exceeds expectations / potentially profitable 
 
ROI by Distance/Surface    Rank = 1   Selected Factors   NO Unknowns 
Dist/Surf     ===FR2==    FR1    FR3    E/P    PAC     ATT    
ALL             0.77     0.86   0.82   0.87   0.85    0.75 
 

Dirt Sprint     0.81     0.87   0.78   0.87   0.85    0.73 
Dirt Route      0.75     0.81   0.89*  0.85   0.82    0.75 
 

Turf Sprint     0.67     0.78   0.75   0.75   0.75    0.77 
Turf Route      0.77     0.90*  0.80   0.93*  0.87    0.76 
 

Wet Sprint      0.66     0.91*  0.78   0.84   0.86    0.66 
Wet Route       0.70     0.76   0.77   0.83   0.85    0.68 
 

Artif Sprint    0.80     1.02*  0.87   0.98*  0.99*   0.88 
Artif Route     0.80     0.82   0.90*  0.82   0.82    0.77 
 
I.V. by Distance/Surface    Rank = 1   Selected Factors   NO Unknowns 
Dist/Surf     ===FR2==      FR1    FR3    E/P    PAC     ATT    
 

ALL             1.23 (16%) 1.40   1.35   1.54   1.51    1.28 
 

Dirt Sprint     1.35       1.53*  1.30   1.69*  1.61*   1.26 
Dirt Route      1.12       1.35   1.43*  1.49   1.46    1.30 
 

Turf Sprint     1.01       1.32   1.35   1.34   1.44    1.33 
Turf Route      1.18       1.06   1.44*  1.24   1.40    1.36 
   

Wet Sprint      1.19       1.57*  1.30   1.64*  1.60*   1.16 
Wet Route       1.10       1.38   1.23   1.56   1.50    1.14 
 

Artif Sprint    1.30       1.37   1.33   1.50   1.47    1.36 
Artif Route     1.16       1.15   1.41   1.22   1.31    1.29 
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Handicapping Topics 
The Paradox of Turn-Time – FR2 

 

Analysis of Data Chart on page-3 
 

It doesn't take a P.H.D. in math to recognize that the two ratings based on Turn-Time, FR2 and ATT, are 
very poor performers on the track.  The top-rank in those factors are the weakest pace prediction tools on 
the list.  The ROI falling below 0.80 indicates these horses are also over bet.  It is also sobering to note 
that ATT does not improve the notion of Turn-Time very much despite the common sense approach of 
utilizing more distance on the turn.   
 
Let's discuss the data in detail: 
 

• The top ranked Turn-Time horses win about 16% which equates to a weak I.V. under 1.30.  Does 
this indicate that Turn-Time is not a potent weapon for a racehorse?  FR1 and the other early 
speed ratings are much more potent.  A poor win rate is acceptable if the factor can produce a 
high enough return to overcome it - lots of longshot winners - that does not seem to be the case 
with Turn-Time horses, the ROI is also weak. 

 
• The low ROI is a mystery.  Certainly the public is not focusing directly on Turn-Time as a 

handicapping factor.  Most people use Daily Racing Form or other past-performances for their 
analysis and it is difficult to compute Turn-Time by observation alone.  It is apparent these days 
that the public is more aware of early positioning and track bias though.  The Turn-Time ROI 
under 0.80 tells us that the average win price with FR2=1 or ATT=1 is hardly sufficient to net any 
value with Turn-Time as a handicapping factor. 

 
• Most Turn-Time winners are probably also covered by E/P velocity or PAC ratings.  This means 

that any real power in pace ratings is coming from Fraction-1 (FR1), not from the Turn-Time.  
We have preached the power of FR1 since our earliest days and many longshot winners still come 
from that factor, although the value is far below what it was in the 1990s.  In any case, FR2/Turn-
Time has little value for price picking.   

 
So far we haven't found much to like about Turn-Time ratings.  While the top-ranking is always the most 
effective prediction tool with any velocity factor, Turn-Time top ranks are the weak sister for sure.  Why 
does this happen and can we learn more about velocity handicapping from this anomaly? 
 
Part of the problem with Turn-Time may be that many of the top ranked horses are not really in conten-
tion when they make their move on the turn.  Let's take a look at an example with two horses exiting the 
same race.  Assume a zero variant here.   
 
HORSE-A     6.0D  22.0 45.5 111.0     2-1/2 1-hd 3-nk 4-1   Turn Time = 23.4 
 

HORSE-B     6.0D  22.0 45.5 111.0     9-15  8-10 8-7  7-6   Turn Time = 22.5 
 

Each horse exits the same race, thus the matching fractional race time of 22.0 - 45.5 - 111.0.  But their 
beaten lengths are much different and will result in a large dichotomy for Turn-Time. 
 
If these two horses face each other next out, HORSE-B will display the better Turn-Time rating, perhaps 
even the top Turn ranking in its next field.  But HORSE-B was never really a contender in the race.  How 
significant is his 5-length gain on the turn considering how far back he was at the 1st-Call? 
 
HORSE-A did a lot of work early in this race.  He will have a FR1= 22.1 and Pace time (2nd Call) of 45.5 
with a Turn Time = 23.4.  So his turn time is much weaker than HORSE-B, but his first fraction is far 
superior and he is in a good position to contend for the win.   
 
If facing each other again at the same distance, it would seem a reach to pick "B" over "A" unless we are 
aware of a late bias or a possible extreme speed duel developing.  HORSE-B just cannot keep up early.  
His impressive Turn-Time rating will be futile if he is too far back to utilize it.  This is the critical paradox 
that afflicts most top-ranked Turn-Time horses. 
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Handicapping Topics 
The Paradox of Turn-Time – FR2 

 

We have ample proof that Turn-Time superiority has little effect on the eventual outcome of a horse race.  
This may be due to the illusion that occurs from horses that are far back in FR1 and make a belated move.  
Maybe we can make a better case for runners that can position themselves closer to the lead and use the 
Turn-Time to a greater advantage.  The first chart below shows the results of FR2=1 w/ Fast Dirt and 
Poly Sprints 5.5f - 6.5f by running style.  The second chart is for races 8.0f - 9.0f Fast Dirt and Poly.  I 
used PL-5 in all the tests.  I also tested ATT=1 and the results were similar, so they are not printed here. 
 
RS = Running Style:  F=Front; E=Early; P=Presser/stalker; S=Sustained/closer; R=Rear/deep closer 
 
FR2=1    Fast Dirt and Poly 5.5f - 6.5f  NO Unknowns 
RS        Plays     Win     ITM      WROI    I.V. 
 

ALL       15330     16%     45%      0.79    1.32  
 

 F         0601     25%     50%      0.79    1.92 
 E         3528     21%     49%      0.86    1.65 
 P         4427     18%     48%      0.88    1.46 
 S         5106     13%     42%      0.72    1.10 
 R         1668     08%     32%      0.61    0.69 
 

Analysis 
This test sets up what should be the most optimal scenario for the top Turn-Time runner -- Dirt and 
Artificial sprints at the standard distances.  Overall the results are typical for top ranked Turn-Time at 
about 16% winners and ROI under 0.80.  However, when the running style is separated, the results show 
a tremendous disparity.   
 
The Impact Values rise considerably for those horses who can place themselves in the front-half of the 
field and utilize the turn run to their advantage (RS = F,E,P).  Although the ROI is bad for the "F" group, 
the Impact Value is strong at 1.92.  Obviously the public can spot these horses quickly.  The "E" and "P" 
groups are less obvious and the ROI reflects that. 
 
The "S" and "R" horses that rank on top with Turn Time fare very poorly.  These runners are similar to 
the example of HORSE-B on the previous page.  The strong Turn-Time or FR2=1 is an optical illusion on 
paper.  Without decent early position in the race, a potent turn run doesn't get the win very often and cer-
tainly won't make the bettors any money.  Notice the large samples sizes for the "S" and "R" horses, indi-
cating that many of the FR2=1 plays fit the HORSE-B scenario.   
 
The next chart looks at standard route distances on Fast Dirt or All-weather tracks.   
 
FR2=1    Fast Dirt and Poly 8.0f - 9.0f  NO Unknowns 
RS        Plays     Win     ITM      WROI    I.V. 
 

ALL        9560     15%     43%      0.77    1.14  
 

 F         0368     19%     45%      0.73    1.40 
 E         1619     17%     46%      0.73    1.28 
 P         2425     16%     46%      0.82    1.23 
 S         3684     14%     42%      0.79    1.08 
 R         1554     11%     36%      0.72    0.90 
   
Analysis 
The routes don't offer much hope for FR2=1 and Turn-Time.  Again, we see large sample sizes for RS= 
"S" and "R" indicating that many horses that are top ranks with Turn-Time are belated plodders.  I tried 
ATT=1 with this same data set, and though it offered slightly improved results, there was no profit poten-
tial. 
 
Finally, we'll attempt the difficult task of creating a Spot Play with Turn-Time.   
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Spot Play Development 
Turn-Time Spot Play 

 

Let's see if we can make something out of a very thin set of data for FR2=1 and find some way of making 
the top Turn-Time runner useful for profits.  To start, we have found the following parameters somewhat 
promising on the previous page: 
 

• Fast Dirt and Artificial surfaces 
• Sprint Distances 5.5f - 6.5f only 
• NO Unknowns in race 
• RS = "E" and "P" only 
• FR2 = 1 (top rank Turn Time) 

 
I get the following basic results with these filters from Robot2 for a 365-day sample, all tracks. 
 
Plays = 8207 
Win = 19% 
ROI = 0.87  
I.V.= 1.54 
 

$280 Winner Inflates the ROI 
Looking over the Learn All report, there is a glaring $280 winner in the "High" column that inflates every 
one of the items that show a decent ROI.  In fact, most of the Negative items have an inflated ROI due to 
this one bombshell.  A single 99/1 winner will cover a 100 or more losers in your sample, so be sure to 
eliminate it and run a retest as there is no justification to believe a 99/1 winner will repeat going forward.  
To remove this horse I selected "NO Bad Class" as an eliminator because it had the lowest I.V. of all the 
negative items as well has having hit the $280 horse as its "High".   
 

• NO Bad Class 
 
After the retest the "High" winner = $83, so that is much more reasonable.  But the overall ROI for this 
test which emphasized "E" and "P" running style is now just 0.86 with a win rate of 21%.  Eliminating a 
few "Bad Class" winners (along with hundreds of losers) appears to have taken out all the bombs and 
suppressed the ROI.  We have no choice but to do this as those winners over $83 will not likely continue 
into the future.  There is one genuine bright spot in the results now.  The "$$" horses are showing a 1.00 
ROI with a healthy 1151 plays (14% winners).  So in round-3 of our test we’ll use the "$$" filter and take 
another look.   
 

• $$ 
 

We have found some possible spot plays with the final round of testing.  Keep in mind that this was a 
365-day test. 
 
The rarely used item "FR1 Top" gets a 1.55 ROI with 152 plays and 16% winners.  HTR=1 had the high-
est sample size for a winning factor with 381 plays and ROI = 1.09 and 19% winners.  There were several 
other factors with strong returns but with fewer than 100 plays.  The two above would lend me the most 
confidence for future profits.   
 

• HTR= 1  /  FR1 Top 
 
Summary 
Turn-Time factors FR2=1 and ATT=1 are a hard sell for your spot play profits.  That is disappointing 
because the public is largely blind to the factor.  I'm afraid that Turn-Time is one of those handicapping 
tools that is more intuitive than analytic.  For example, any front runner that can roll a second fraction in 
57.50 fps is going to be very difficult to overhaul at 6.0f.  Yet a stronger FR2 rating of 59.00 fps from a 
rear runner in the same race may be meaningless if too far behind early.  Turn-Time is a much more 
essential factor when assimilated into the compound velocity ratings such as A/P, E/P and L/P.     
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Systems and Angles 
Route Turf – Is the Inside an Advantage? 

 

The geometry of most North American turf courses certainly seems to favors the inside horses.  Con-
stricted ovals and a short run to the first turn put a premium on saving ground.  Europeans and Australians 
are often shocked when they see our grass courses wound so tight inside the dirt main track.  The horse 
that draws the rail would seem to have an immediate advantage.  But how much impact do they really 
have?  And are the statistics deceptive at face value? 
 
When comparing statistics on post-position, the Impact Value (I.V.) is essential.  Win% is not very useful 
because field size varies so much.  Impact Values give us direct statistical comparison and valid conclu-
sions about any advantage or disadvantage.  ROI is not the immediate goal when studying post-position, 
but it is the most important statistic for spot play formation which we will formulate later.  Let's start with 
some parameters and then look at post-position with grass routes.  Below is how I set up my first round of 
Robot2 test using 365-days of data from Sept 1, 2008 - Aug 31, 2009.  I eliminated races with less than 8 
horses, as short fields would seem to mitigate any post-position edge or disadvantage. 
  

• Turf Routes 8.0f - 14.0 (Inner Turf included) 
• Purse $10,000+ 
• Field Size 8 - 14  
• Ran the LEARN MORE report w/ full post-position stats 

 
This type of Robot2 test proceeds extremely fast, even with a full year of data as so many common race 
types are eliminated immediately, including sprints and dirt races.  I started this test at 12:20 am, it 
finished at 12:23am, about 2 minutes on my primary desktop, an HP x64 machine.   
 
Here are the post-position statistics direct from the Learn More report - Turf Routes 
 

Factor           Plays Winners   Win W+P ITM    WROI PROI SROI    $AvgM   High  I.V.            
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
PP-1             02641  00303    11% 24% 34%    0.79 0.82 0.81    $13.8   $121  1.12       
PP-2             02641  00319    12% 23% 34%    0.83 0.82 0.84    $13.8   $159  1.18       
PP-3             02641  00294    11% 21% 33%    0.86 0.84 0.85    $15.4   $166  1.09       
PP-4             02641  00314    12% 23% 34%    0.80 0.84 0.83    $13.4   $125  1.16       
PP-5             02641  00281    11% 22% 32%    0.83 0.85 0.79    $15.7   $127  1.04       
PP-6             02641  00269    10% 21% 31%    0.75 0.81 0.79    $14.7   $81   1.00       
PP-7             02641  00234    09% 19% 29%    0.69 0.72 0.70    $15.6   $131  0.87       
PP-8             02641  00253    10% 19% 30%    0.77 0.70 0.73    $16.1   $216  0.94       
PP-9             02042  00171    08% 17% 25%    0.69 0.70 0.64    $16.5   $145  0.86       
PP-10            01517  00121    08% 15% 24%    0.58 0.62 0.67    $14.5   $59   0.86       
PP-11            00705  00062    09% 16% 23%    0.72 0.75 0.72    $16.4   $74   1.02       
PP-12            00393  00017    04% 09% 18%    0.38 0.53 0.62    $17.7   $95   0.53       
PP-13            00044  00002    05% 14% 18%    0.52 0.75 0.62    $22.8   $31   0.61       
PP-14            00019  00001    05% 05% 21%    0.23 0.15 0.67    $8.8    $9    0.74       
PP-Outside       02641  00223    08% 17% 26%    0.54 0.63 0.64    $12.7   $95   0.83       
 
Analysis 
If you haven't looked at the Learn More report and the Post-position previously, you might be curious 
about the last item "PP-Outside".  These are the stats for the far-outside post in each race.  Examples 
would be the horse in the 9-post in a field of 9, or the 12-post in a field of 12.   
 
The Impact Values (I.V.) on the far right are the most important statistics to look at here.  An I.V. 
between 0.95 - 1.10 is neutral and means there is no advantage or disadvantage.  As we can see from the 
chart, the five inside posts enjoy a very slight edge.  There is solid evidence that the further out a horse 
draws, the less its chances of winning, although post-11 seems to be an anomaly among the group pre-
venting a perfectly linear chart.  In terms of ROI, it looks like the rail is over bet, but posts 2-3 are not in 
relation to their Impact Values.  The further out a horse draws, the lower the ROI for the horseplayer bet-
ting on them in general.  Is there any way we can make money from this information? 
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Systems and Angles 
Route Turf – Is the Inside an Advantage? 

 

Let's try something a little quirky for a Spot Play based on the post-position data from the Turf Routes.  
This is the type of play that is completely unique to Robot2 and would be almost impossible for other 
handicappers to dig out of raw data on their own.  With that in mind, we should have a better shot at 
keeping this one profitable going forward. 
 
This Spot Play starts with the premise that post-positions 2 and 3 are just as potent as post-1 in terms of 
Impact Value, yet have a much better ROI.  This is no doubt due to the public's affection for betting the 
horse on the rail and the multitude of systems and post/bias statistics that promote the inside post as well.  
This leaves post positions 2-3 somewhat under played in comparison. 
 
Round I Test  
 

1. Turf Routes 
2. Purse $10,000+ 
3. Field Size 8-14 
4. Post Positions 2-3 only (set with the Range Filter's Post-Position item) 

 
The Biggest Loser(s) 
The first thing I like to do when formulating a new Spot Play is to find some key eliminators.  You can 
use I.V. (under 0.50) or ROI (under 0.60) to find them quickly, but I like to find the "The Biggest Loser" 
by subtracting the number of winners from the total of plays.  Here are the top losers from this test: 
 
Bad Class    
Plays:  1028, Winners:  51 and therefore Losers:  1028 - 51 = 977 
 

Bad Trainer 
Plays:  1025, Winners:  65, Losers:  1025 - 65 = 960 
 

Bad Pedigree 
Plays:  946, Winners = 56, Losers:  946 - 56 = 890 
 
By applying these eliminations to our next round test we'll throw out a whole lot of losers without sacri-
ficing too many winners.  One nice benefit to using these three filters is that they are diverse and probably 
don't overlap each other too much as would something like K=9 and HTR=9 if used together. 
 
Round 2 Test 
 

• Turf Routes 
• Purse $10,000+ 
• Field Size 8-14 
• Post Pos 2-3 
• NO Bad Class, NO Bad Trainers, NO Bad Pedigree 

 
You can re run this test on your own and discover loads of profitable scenarios.  But I'm going to make 
this one a slam dunk with just one more filter because it has all of the attributes of a Spot Play that will go 
forward:  strong WPS ROI, High Win% / I.V., big sample size and it's a Universal (all tracks) play. 
 

• HTR = 1  
 
Factor           Plays Winners   Win W+P ITM    WROI PROI SROI    $AvgM   High  I.V.            
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
HTR=1            00742  00229    31% 50% 64%    1.07 0.98 0.96    $6.90   $36   2.63 
 
This is a wacky play when you think about it - using Post Position 2-3 as a primary handicapping factor.  
Yet when combined with some common sense material from HTR, it is productive.  The public could 
never isolate it like this without the Robot.   
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Software Upgrades 
Robot 2 Adds New Features 

 

NEW !    Last 100 Report - PPs for your Spot Plays 
I made a change to one of the test buttons and improved its usage considerably.  The old button was 
called the [Quick Test] and was left over from the original HTR2 Robot.  I had always intended to replace 
it with something far more powerful. 
 
[Last 100] is the new button and it may prove to be one of your favorites as it has a lot of uses.   
 

• It's quick, but unlike the previous "Quick Test", it searches until it finds 100 matches to your data 
and then sorts with the most recent races on top.  So it might take it more time if the Spot Play or 
test is obscure and it has to search awhile.  Best used with a single track, trainer or jockey, but it 
can be used for all other testing purposes. 

 
• The output shows you every one of the last 100 plays in a past-performance format spelled out 

with all important data in view.  So it is different than the other reports as you are shown each 
one of the plays with date, track, and lots of other information to scrutinize. 

 
• There is complete odds information shown for every one of the plays on the list.  MLO, KLine 

and Tote Odds (assuming you have Charts) so you can assess bet downs and overlays at a glance.  
Is your spot play getting any overlays, or are most of the winners getting over bet?  If testing a 
single trainer, does he tend to win only if his horses are bet downs?  You'll be able to answer 
these questions and many more after looking over the data on this screen. 

 
• Trainer and Jockey names are shown.  This helps you verify your plays if testing the 

Connections and to inspect them one by one for streaks and trends. 
 

• NEW FILTERS:  The new "Race Winner" and "Race 2nd Place Finisher" filters are found on the 
Systems and Angles screen.  These filters are not usable with Spot Plays as they are based on the 
current finish after the results are known.  They are similar to the "Race Leader 1st Call" filter 
already in use.  All of these items work great with the "Last 100" screen to enable you to look at 
specific horses one by one. 

 
I'm guessing you'll find lots of other uses for Last 100 after you work with it.  It's a tool similar to a 
spreadsheet which allows you to visually inspect all of your data lines one at a time.  This is very enligh-
tening information that will improve your confidence and understanding. 
 
Other Changes to Latest Robot2 
 

• While on the Spot Play Desktop screen - it is no longer necessary to click a separate button to 
extract a spot play and the 'specs'.  Just click on the Spot Play number and it will extract auto-
matically. 

 
• All test results and data readouts now revert to the top of the screen instead of the bottom! 

 
• Fixed bug that was causing quirks with the Connections names and was not resetting properly.   

 
• NEW TEST FILTERS:  Race Winner and Race Place.  Not for spot plays since it is after the fact, 

but you can review how Winners and 2nd finishers fared and especially use the new Last 100 
output with it for a spreadsheet style review.  Similar to Race Leader filter which also is now 
much more valuable for review purposes with the Last 100 printout.   
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Innovation 
HTR Mobile – Handicapping from Portable Devices 

 

It is happening fast and won't be long until all of you are carrying around a portable "personal electronic 
device".  These are no longer just cell phones, but a multi-purpose e-Office held in your hand.  The most 
popular brands are the Blackberry and the Apple I-Phone, but there are others.  Using your cell phone 
provider, Internet access is completely portable and information is at your finger tips. 
 
The small devices cannot handle large software applications such as HTR2, let alone the massive number 
crunching capability and file storage capacity necessary to handle Robot2 research.  You'll have to keep 
your regular computers for that.  But most of us find ourselves away from the computer at times and 
wishing we had some quick access to the data from the hand-held device in our pocket or purse. 
 
The goal of HTR Mobile is allow you to instantly click on a Track/Date link from our Subscriber Zone 
and take a look at some choice handicapping information on your small screen for selecting a horse with 
certainty in a flash.  This information is fully accessible from your regular computer or laptop as well.  It 
is static text and there is no interaction from the user such as removing Scratches.  This presents some 
interesting challenges for the presentation: 
 

• Without Scratch capability, the user has to be able to look at a list of horses from a perspective 
that ranks them in no uncertain terms.  This puts a premium on high value information rather than 
full field handicapping. 

 
• The viewable margins must be far more narrow than our handicapping readouts on a regular com-

puter.  The screen on a portable internet device is small and no mouse is used.  This puts a pre-
mium on making everything very concise with clear readability and the ability to get to the 
information with a few touches of your index finger or thumb.   

 
• Full card and entire day processing - instead of race-by-race output.  See example on the next 

page.  This unique information would be highly complex to program into software.  Software 
output requires extensive coding for user-friendly and fast interaction for the user on a PC and 
have a printing option.  This output will be run by a website administrator only.  It takes a long 
time to process all the horses for a race day and the output is generic and must be turned into a 
text file or PDF for readability. 

 
Below are some of the categories and lists I want to produce with HTR Mobile.  Many of these are related 
to our PPX output which compares the horse's previous ratings, such as JKY, TRN and PED to today's 
ratings.  Using PPX or Quick PPX can be very tedious with the HTR software as it requires quite a bit of 
visual scrutiny, but the information can be vital and not easy to find by other bettors.  At our seminar in 
July, Donnie presented an excellent overview of the PPX screen and both of us have put out some written 
information on it.  HTR Mobile will utilize it and take all the time and work out of finding the best plays 
for the day. 
 

• PED Boost (see next page).  Lists the top PED risers for the day.   
• TRN Boost, finds the highest rated trainer change information. 
• JKY Boost, locates the most impressive jockey switches. 

 
• Top Price Plays - $$ - for the entire day - hand picked for the most likely winners. 
• Locks of Day - the horses with the highest probability winning listed in order. 
• Workout Plays of the Day - hand picked with my own formula for finding the best ones. 
• HOT T+J combos, trainers and jockeys list. 
• COLD T+J combos, trainers and jockeys list - for horses with low MLO. 

 
 Stay in touch with our Discussion Board for more information. 
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Innovation 
HTR Mobile – Handicapping from Portable Devices 

 
Here is a recent sample of the output.  The first HTR Mobile presentation is the "PED Boost".  This gives 
you a list of horses that have the highest rating change to their PED (Pedigree rating) by comparing the 
previous start PED to today's PED.  The goal is not that you will plunge on a horse just because it is a 
strong PED boost, but that you'll be alerted to live runners based on something that is difficult to uncover. 
 
Before we look at the details of the report - we want to ask for your feedback when you access it on our 
internet site.  You'll need your Username and Password to get into the subscriber area to view it.  There 
are all kinds of portable phones and e-office devices, let us know how it comes up for you and any advice 
you may have on accessibility and ease of use.   
 
=========================================================================== 
Rick has installed a link into the large orange "HTR" logo box in the upper left corner of the HTR 
homepage at www.htr2.com.  Click that big HTR logo box with your finger (or mouse) and enter 
the area where the Mobile files will be posted after typing your login. 
=========================================================================== 
  
The PED Boost lists the top-25 for the entire day from all tracks.  Here is how it might look but I'm still 
working on the formatting.  This is a brand new baby, so bear with me for awhile. 
 
PED Boost  Top 25  Monday Sep 07 2009 
------------------------------------------- 
Trk/#  Pn Horse   MLO  Today  Last   Boost 
------------------------------------------- 
MNR-6  7  Pleasa  2/1  DR=852 TS=202  650 
LAD-6  7  Dreams  6/1  TR=990 DR=355  635 
MTH-5  5  Longan  5/2  DR=990 WS=416  574 
DMR-2  7  Star o  5/1  AR=990 AS=482  508 
ELP-2  7  Apple   4/1  DS=630 TR=178  452 
WO -3  2  My Imp  7/2  TR=710 TS=268  442 
PHA09  4  Awakin  3/1  TS=860 TS=432  428 
PHA11  3  Pin Tu  5/2  TR=887 TS=497  390 
CRC10  2  Mi Ban 20/1  DR=656 DS=268  388 
SAC-6  8  Cable   8/1  DR=572 TR=194  378 
DMR-3  4  Victor  5/1  AR=601 TR=241  360 
FL -7  3  Hook M  7/2  DS=431 DS=097  334 
MTH-1  4  Surrea  4/1  DR=800 DS=466  334 
ASD-8  6  Fusaic  8/1  DR=656 DS=363  293 
EVD09  4  Vito F  8/1  DS=505 TR=214  291 
FE 09  6  Odakot 20/1  DS=578 AR=289  289 
CRC-3  6  My Bes 10/1  DS=402 TR=117  285 
 
I shortened the list above for newsletter purposes, it will normally display the top-25 for the day.  The list 
is very simple.  It shows you the horse's PED rating for Today and from its Last start.  The codes in front 
of the PED rating describe the distance and surface as follows: 
 
DS = Dirt Sprint;  DR = Dirt Route;  TS = Turf Sprint;  TR = Turf Route; 
AS = Artificial Sprint;  AS = Artificial Route;  WS = Wet Sprint;  WR = Wet Route 
 
The "Boost" is the positive rating change from Last to Today. 
 
It's important to know the current and previous distance and surface so that you can determine if the PED 
change is legitimate.  If you have access to HTR2, you can look these horses up for further analysis if you 
wish.  Later, I'll add notations to help with the data confidence, such as noting small sample Sires or 
horses coming from Wet tracks that were pulled off the Turf.  Some of these horses ran on Wet tracks 
(today) which might persuade us to ignore them.  Sorry, there are no winners from this list!   
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Late Announcements and Reminders 
 
Software Update Timetable 
 

HTR2  January 2010 
MaxVel November 2009 
Robot2  Sept 10 2009 (should be available as you read this, see page 9 for details)   
HTR Mobile Ongoing - check our website 
 
Breeders Cup Contest - Nov 6-7 
Our annual Breeder's Cup World Championship on-line contest will give you a great shot at 
winning a free spot ($1000) to the Horseplayer World Series next year.  The contest is free of 
charge and easy to play.  If you pick right on Breeders Cup weekend, you'll get a free roll in 
Vegas that might be worth many thousands more.  Read our website for more information as we 
get closer. 
 
I'm still considering some sort of a Spot Play contest - but there are a lot of issues to resolve 
and we will wait until we can figure out something that is fair to everyone without giving away 
your best plays.   
 
Next Issue 
 

I'll have information on how to use the RunUp distances which are now being shown in our data 
and how it might be included in MaxVel to enhance the velocity numbers or give us an edge 
with pace.   
 
 
 
 

HTR Software 
 

Voicemail:  714-366-1HTR 
Fax:  714-693-3399 
Email:  kmsoft@earthlink.net 
HTR website (software updates): www.htr2.com 
 www.homebased2.com/km 
 
HTR Report is an on-line newsletter and is published bi-monthly, then placed on the HTR member 
(download) web site around the 5th of the month.  Monthly subscribers to HTR can view the current new-
sletter for no charge on-line, Adobe Reader software (free) required.  Past issues are available in our web-
site archive library. 
 
Products and services from KM Software 
HTR Unlimited Download: $119/mo unlimited access, all tracks. 
HTR Software Complimentary, no fee for updates. 
Bi-Monthly HTR Newsletter Current Issue is included with monthly subscription for members only. 
 Archives of Past Issues are available on the HTR2.com website. 

mailto:kmsoft@earthlink.net�
http://www.htr2.com/�
http://www.homebased2.com/km�
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